
P R O S P E C T  R E S E A R C H  C H E AT  S H E E T

Companies don’t hire agencies. People do. To win new 

business, win over decision makers. To be interesting, be 

interested. Get to know your prospects before you meet 

them. Here’s how…

To unearth intel on a company, look where your competitors 

aren’t looking. Ask questions they aren’t asking. Figure out 

what’s next, not just what’s now. Here’s how…

2. Understand The Company1. Know Your Prospect

Whether you’ve been formally invited to the pitch—or are just start ing to size up potential cl ients—use these proven search tactics to get smarter, faster.

Look beyond LinkedIn to paint a picture of your prospect. Alumni 
publications can be a rich (and often overlooked) source of intel on 
a business leader’s formative years and personal life.

Where there’s a newly named CMO, there’s likely an agency review 
to follow. Beat others to the punch by Googling the term “interim 
CMO.” Get smart on a company’s challenges before your 
competition—and before a new CMO is on board.

A prospect’s Pinterest page can be fluff-filled—or revelatory. Is 
she working on a home remodel? Is he showing off his baseball 
card collection? Are they planning a trip? Small insights can 
become conversation starters that lead to personal connections.

Search a company's name and phrases like “has begun 
testing,” "is rolling out,” or “plans to.” You may find a clue to 
an upcoming product launch or branding shift.

Search a company’s name and the word “million” to gain quick 
insight on multiple fronts: revenue trends; which products are 
faltering; outside investments; new partnerships, etc.

Companies often leave draft documents of interest or company 
manuals on the web. Use search phrases like “internal use only” 
to turn up work-in-progress content. (Admittedly hit-and-miss.)

“According to” is a search phrase that can help you identify 
industry experts in short order. Look for names that pop up 
repeatedly in the news. Go-to experts often offer the latest 
and most relevant insights.

A corporate house cleaning or business pivot may be an 
indicator that a company’s marketing strategy—and everything 
else, for that matter—is under the microscope. Combine a 
target company’s name and the word “overhaul.”

3. Compile a Dossier

Intelligence gathering is a team sport, but when it’s pencils 

down, consider designating one person to compile a 

prospect dossier: a succinct, insightful, tone-setting 

document with the uncommon intel you’ve uncovered 

about a company and its decision makers. The goal: keep 

everyone up to speed, on the same page, and perfectly 

prepared heading into your pitch. Download a sample 

dossier here: pitchperfectintel.com/custom-dossier.

As you compile your prospect dossier, 

be brave enough to be brief. It’s about 

educating—not inundating—everyone 

involved in your new-business effort.

Kim Lewis 
VP, BRAND EXPERIENCE
KIM LEWIS
Personal: Married with two kids. Originally from Abilene, Texas. Her husband, 
Shane, has worked in VP-level sales roles at Citi since 2014. Prior to that, he had a 
10-year run at paint manufacturer Behr Process Corp. He studied communications 
at Abilene Christian University. 

In her own words: “Marketing leader. Sports fanatic. Passionate about everything I 
do. Persistent and determined.” 

Parental guidance: She told an interviewer in 2016, “I’ve been lucky to have a 
number of professional mentors, but I’m only who I am today because of my 
parents. I’ve never known anyone who works harder and is more supportive than 
my mom and dad, who have always stressed the importance of trying new things 
and approaching life with a loving, positive attitude. These guiding principles shape 
everything I do.” 

Best advice she’s received/would give: “Never send an email when you are mad.”  

Outside the office: Enjoys golf, skiing. Watches University of Oklahoma softball. 

Favorite quote: “The harder you work, the luckier you get.” 

Geography Lesson: In 2020, her son, Bowen, made a goal to visit all 50 states. She 
gave him a map to track his progress.  

Brands she loves: Rent the Runway, The Container Store. 

In the community: From 2018-2019, she was a board member for the Oklahoma 
Institute for Child Advocacy and served on the executive council of the Oklahoma 
Sports Hall of Fame. 

One bit of wisdom: “It’s okay to be wrong. When you make a mistake, own it, 
apologize, learn from it, and move forward.”  

One professional success: “Building Golfsmith’s cross-channel customer database 
from the ground up.” 

Management/hiring philosophy: Don’t focus on cultural “fit” when making hires, 
but who will be a cultural “add.” (“Bringing new perspectives and people who will 
constructively challenge the status quo is key to driving results.”) 

In the vacation rotation: Padre Island, Texas. Park City, Utah. 

For the record: “Life isn’t fair. Do your best with what is in your control and try not 
to worry about the rest.”

Approximate Age: 44    Current Position Since: August 2023

T H E  P L AY E R S

Career at a Glance 
Sept. 2021 - Aug. 2023 
VP, Integrated Marketing Communications 
Sonic Drive-In 

May 2017 - Sept. 2021 
VP, Digital Strategies 
Sonic Drive-In 

Oct. 2016 - July 2017 
Executive Consultant 
Lewis Loyalty 

Aug. 2015 - Dec. 2016 
Head of Marketing and E-Commerce 
Golfsmith International 

June 2013 - Aug. 2015 
Director, then Sr. Director, CRM 
Golfsmith International 

Earlier 
Various CRM Roles 
Sally Beauty Supply; Charming Charlie 

Education 

Post-Grad 
MBA, Business Management 
The University of Dallas 

Undergraduate 
BA, Integrated Marketing Comms 
Abilene Christian University 

A Newbie’s Take on the Menu 

Food writer Lauren Harkawik, writing for 
TheTakeout.com last year, set out to analyze the 
mystery of Sonic’s “all over the place” menu. 
Below are her findings—and some things she 
learned from Mackenzie Gibson, Sonic’s VP of 

culinary and menu innovation…. 

• “What do you get at Sonic? I posed the question to family 
and friends. People told me their favorite things to grab—
besides the ice. Unlike a debate such as Big Mac vs. Quarter 
Pounder, the responses were all over the place. Mozzarella 
sticks, onion rings, popcorn chicken, hot dogs, burgers. The 
only thing everyone’s responses had in common was that no 
two were the same.”  

• “Gibson explained that Sonic has a base menu, but also 
features location-specific ‘local favorites.’ Philly cheesesteaks, 
for example, are favorites in Philadelphia. In New Mexico, 
there’s a burger with hatch green chiles on it.  ‘Every area of 
the United States has their own flare,’ said Gibson. ‘We try to 
let franchisees and drive-ins choose products that speak to 
what’s popular in their area.’” 

• “You can add things to your drink, you can customize each 
sandwich, you can order seemingly incongruent foods (corn 
dogs, jalapeno poppers, chili cheese wraps) to comprise 
your personal favorite meal. Sonic, Gibson said, is about 
taking a break from your day and having whatever you need 
right then, however you think it should be.” 

• “I’d say I tried a little bit of everything, but the truth is, there 
are many things I didn’t try. Sonic’s menu is vast. I got the 
foot-long Coney. I also got broccoli cheddar tots, Ched ’R’ 
Peppers (jalapeño poppers), mozzarella sticks, and popcorn 
chicken. The Sonic app offered me a free Wag Cup, which I 
thought was an ice cream cup but turned out to be a cup of 
whipped topping that’s intended for dogs. 

• "As for the food, the hot dog and Ched ’R’ Peppers were my 
favorite. But it was all decent, none of it a showstopper or a 
standout. It’s not about getting that ‘one thing.’ It’s about 
ordering small comforts, whatever that might mean to you at 
the time.”

The ABCs of the LTO 
Sonic prides itself on limited-
time items that are both 
appetizing and quirky—known 
to draw attention from the likes 
of Hoda and Jenna. First 
introduced in 2018, Sonic’s 
Pickle Juice Slush is one of the 
most frequently requested 
menu items by fans on social.

June 2023 
Aloha Slushes

February 2023 
BBQ Potato Chip 

Seasoned Tots

July 2023 
Buffalo Chicken Dip Bites

August 2023 
Bacon Peppercorn Ranch 

Grilled Cheese Burger

Cold Comfort 
The company’s trademark crushed ice has developed a 
cult following. First shaved—then compacted to give 
it a unique texture—the ice is available for purchase 
by the bag. 

In January, Sonic launched a $2 
“Crave” menu consisting of three 
items: a junior cheeseburger, a 
junior wrap, and mini sundaes. The 
idea:  “Guests can enjoy items from 
the Under $2 Craves menu alone as 
a snack or build them into a meal.”

A Value Play

January 2023 
Chophouse Cheeseburger

June 2023 
Red Bull Slush 

The Fine Print 
Research, like life, doesn’t always go according to plan. If 
that’s the case, improvise. Tweak your search terms. Try 
the VP of Marketing instead of the CMO. Experiment. If 
try-try-again’s not your thing, try emailing us. We just 
might be what you were looking for all along.

Google your prospect’s name and “sat down with.” You'll fast-
track your search and often get insightful, in-depth 
information from published interviews.

“sat down with Leonardo Dicaprio”

“Auburn Magazine” “Tim Cook” Apple

Simple but effective: search for information on your prospect’s 
partner. Family members often share freely what their spouses hold 
close to the vest. A couple’s shared activities can be illuminating.

Bob Iger “and his wife”

“interim CMO”

“prospect name” Pinterest

7-Eleven “plans to”

“Frito-Lay” million

site:cicis.com "internal use"

“soft drink category” “according to”

“Walmart overhauls”

    more at pitchperfectintel.com

http://pitchperfectintel.com/custom-dossier

